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We propose a method to control the structure of concept lattices derived from Boolean
data. Concept lattices represent the basic structure utilized in formal concept analysis.
Their structure is of primary importance for the analysis and understanding of the input
data. Our method enables to control the structure of the derived concept lattice by speci-
fying granularity levels of attributes, thus in a sense by focusing the lenses through which
we perceive and conceptually carve up the world. The granularity levels are chosen by a
user based on his expertise and experimentation with the data. If the resulting formal con-
cepts are too specific and there is a large number of them, the user can choose to use a coar-
ser level of granularity. The resulting formal concepts are then less specific and can be seen
as resulting from a zoom-out. In a similar way, one may perform a zoom-in to obtain finer,
more specific formal concepts. The paper presents a basic study of this topic. We describe
the motivations, the method, a theoretical insight, zoom-in and zoom-out algorithms, and
experiments demonstrating the method.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and problem setting

Formal concept analysis (FCA) is a method for data analysis and knowledge discovery with growing popularity across
various domains [2,10,16,22]. FCA proved useful for the organization of web search results into a hierarchical structure of
concepts based on common topics [5], information retrieval [6,17], hierarchical analysis of software code [7,19,21],
visualization in software engineering [9,20], detecting suspects in human trafficking [18], analysis of questionnaire data
[4], and mining gene expression data [12], to name just a few. Further references to applications of FCA can be found
in [5,11]. Interestingly, the calculus of FCA proved useful in preprocessing of binary data, particularly when removal of
redundancy plays a role, see e.g. [3] for the role of FCA in optimal decompositions of binary matrices and [24] for the role
of FCA in mining non-redundant association rules. A distinguishing feature of FCA is an inherent integration of three com-
ponents: discovery of clusters (so-called formal concepts) in data, discovery of data dependencies (so-called attribute
implications) in data, and visualization of formal concepts and attribute implications in a single hierarchical diagram
(so-called concept lattice).

In the basic setting of FCA, it is assumed that the input data is in the form of a table containing 0s and 1s (Boolean matrix)
describing which attributes (columns) apply to which objects (rows). The basic structure derived from the input data is a
partially ordered set, called a concept lattice, consisting of particular biclusters which are called formal concepts. The choice
of attributes is a fundamental step in FCA because it determines the structure of formal concepts and the concept lattice. In
the basic setting of FCA, the attributes are considered fixed.
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Suppose now a user wants to use a concept lattice to visualize the structure of car accidents in a certain area. He might
want to represent the accidents by objects and use attributes of accidents such as ‘‘technical cause’’, ‘‘driver’s fault’’ (describ-
ing the cause of the accident), ‘‘before noon’’, ‘‘after noon’’ (describing when the accident happened), etc. The concept lattice
over such attributes may not contain interesting formal concepts because the selected attributes are too coarse, resulting in a
low level of granularity of concepts. If one uses attributes with a higher level of granularity instead, such as ‘‘alcohol’’, ‘‘skid’’,
. . ., ‘‘early morning’’, ‘‘late evening’’, etc., the concept lattice may reveal some interesting patterns, such as a formal concept
containing ‘‘alcohol’’ and ‘‘late evening’’ among its attributes. If such concept applies to a large number of accidents, it may
reveal interesting information. Such a concept may not be detectable when using coarser attributes. On the other hand, too
high a level of granularity may result in overly specific formal concepts which may too be of little interest to the user. The
capability to change the level of granularity of an attribute in FCA to capture relevant patterns in data is therefore a natural
requirement. Note that the importance of granulation and granularity in human reasoning has repeatedly been emphasized
by Zadeh [23].

This paper presents a simple framework that enables the user to change the level of granularity of attributes in FCA. The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries from formal concept analysis. In Section 3, we present our
approach and basic results. In Section 4, we present algorithms that enable us to compute from a concept lattice over attri-
butes with given levels of granularity a concept lattice over attributes with new, user-specified levels of granularity. Section 5
contains illustrative examples and an experimental evaluation of the algorithm. In Section 6, we conclude the paper and out-
line future research.
2. Basic notions from formal concept analysis

For a comprehensive background on FCA, we refer to [11]. The input data to FCA consists of a table with rows and columns
representing objects and attributes, respectively. An entry representing object x and attribute y contains � (or 1) if x has y (y
applies to x), otherwise the entry contains a blank (or 0). Formally, such a table is represented by a triplet hX;Y ; Ii, called a
formal context, in which I is a binary relation between X and Y and hx; yi 2 I means that object x has attribute y. For every set
A # X of objects in X, denote by A" the subset of attributes in Y defined as
A" ¼ fy 2 Y j for each x 2 A : hx; yi 2 Ig:
Similarly, for B # Y denote by B# the subset of X defined as
B# ¼ fx 2 Xj for each y 2 B : hx; yi 2 Ig:
A formal concept of hX; Y; Ii is a pair hA;Bi of A # X and B # Y satisfying A" ¼ B and B# ¼ A. That is, a formal concept consists of a
set A of objects and a set B of attributes such that A is the set of all objects in X sharing all attributes in B and, conversely, B is
the collection of all attributes in Y shared by all objects from A. A and B are called the extent and the intent of hA;Bi, respec-
tively. This definition formalizes the traditional approach to concepts which is due to Port-Royal logic [13]. As an example,
consider the concept dog: its extent is the collection of all dogs, while its intent is the collection of all attributes of dogs such
as ‘‘has four legs’’, ‘‘barks’’, etc. The set
BðX;Y; IÞ ¼ fhA;BijA" ¼ B; B# ¼ Ag
of all formal concepts of hX; Y; Ii, called the concept lattice of I, can be equipped with a partial order 6 defined by
hA1;B1i 6 hA2;B2i if A1 # A2 (or, equivalently, B2 # B1). Therefore, 6 represents a subconcept-superconcept hierarchy due to
which dog is a subconcept of mammal, etc. BðX;Y ; IÞ happens to be a concept lattice whose structure is described by the
so-called basic theorem of concept lattices [11], whose first part is the subject of the following theorem:

Theorem 1. BðX;Y; IÞ equipped with 6 is a complete lattice where the infima and suprema are given by
^
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3. Granularity of attributes

In this section, we present an extension of the basic setting of FCA that enables a user to control the level of granularity of
attributes. Granulation is an important phenomenon performed successfully by humans. Basically, granulation consists in



Table 1
Data tables describing objects a, . . ., g and their attributes L (large), R (red), G (green), lG (light green), dG (dark green).

L R G L R IG dG

a � � a � �
b � � b � �
c � � c � �
d � d �
e � e �
f � � f � �
g � g �

Table 2
Left: formal concepts of the left table from Table 1. Right: formal concepts of the right table from Table 1.

Extent Intent Extent Intent

1 {a, . . ., g} {} 1 {a, . . ., g} {}
2 {a, b, c, f} {L} 2 {a, b, c, f} {L}
3 {f, e} {R} 3 {f, e} {R}
4 {a, b, c, d, e} {G} 4 {a, b, d} {lG}
5 f {L, R} 5 {c, e} {dG}
6 {a, b, c} {L, G} 6 f {L, R}
7 {} {L, R, G} 7 {a, b} {L, lG}

8 {c} {L, dG}
9 {} {L, R, lG, dG}
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considering a collection of pieces of the outer world as a whole—a granule. The granules then serve as basic units of reason-
ing. Depending on a particular situation, we might want to use finer or coarser granules, i.e. to increase or decrease the level
of granularity. A finer granularity usually leads to a more precise reasoning while a coarser granularity leads to a less precise
one with the benefit of being less computationally demanding.

Granulation and granularity levels naturally appear in tabular data describing objects and their attributes. For instance,
Table 1 describes objects a; . . . ; g using two different sets of attributes. The left table describes the objects by means of L
(large), R (red), and G (green). The right table, however, uses attributes lG (light green) and dG (dark green) instead of the
single attribute G. Attributes lG and gG provide a higher level of granularity for the description of the objects than G. Namely,
attributes lG and dG may be seen as refinements of G.

The left and right tables of Table 2 show all the formal concepts of the left and right table of Table 1 (denote these
collections of formal concepts by B1 and B2, respectively). We see that the increase of granularity due to the replacement
of G by lG and dG results in a different structure of the corresponding formal concepts. Nevertheless, there is a natural
relationship between B1 and B2. Namely, B2 can be seen as ‘‘refinement’’ of B1 in the sense that it contains finer
concepts than B1. For instance, instead of the ‘‘coarser’’ formal concept No.6 in B1 with extent {a, b, c} and intent
{L, G}, B2 contains two finer formal concepts, namely, No.7 with extent {a, b} and intent {L, lG} and No.8 with extent
{c} and intent {L, dG}. Although the example is an illustrative one and simplifies some effects, it illustrates well the issue
at stake.

Intuitively, one can refine a given attribute according to a specified hierarchy. For instance, an attribute ‘‘large’’ (repre-
senting distances, e.g., from 30 km to 1000 km) can be refined, resulting in attributes ‘‘a bit large’’ (30–100 km), ‘‘medium
large’’ (101–300 km), ‘‘very large’’ (301–1000 km). Furthermore, ‘‘very large’’ can be refined, resulting in attributes VL1
(301–600 km) and VL2 (601–1000 km). The hierarchy in question can be formally described as follows.

Definition 2. Let X be a set of objects. A g-tree (granularity tree) for attribute y is a rooted tree with the following
properties:

� each node of the tree is labeled by a (unique) attribute name; the root is labeled by y;

� to each label z of a node a set z+ # X is associated; the objects in z+ are the objects to which attribute z applies;

� if the nodes labeled by z1; . . . ; zn are the successors of the node labeled by z, then z+1; . . . ; z+n
� �

is a partition of z+.
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Remark 1.

(1) The fact that fz+1; . . . ; z+ng is a partition of z+ means that, first, each z+i is non-empty; second, for i – j we have z+i \ z+j ¼ ;
(attributes zi and zj are disjoint); third, z+1 [ � � � [ z+n ¼ z+ (attributes z1; . . . ; zn cover z+).

(2) The definition of a structure describing granularity of attributes may be more general. For instance, one could drop the
requirement of disjointness. We work with the above definition, which corresponds to a simple nominal approach to
attributes, for the sake of simplicity.
Example 1. For Table 1, one may consider a simple g-tree for attribute G with a root labeled by G, two successors of the root,
labeled by lG and dG, and the corresponding sets of objects given by G+ ¼ fa;b; c;d; eg; lG+ ¼ fa;b;dg, and dG+ ¼ fc; eg.

The selection of a particular level of granularity can be described by the notion of a cut in a g-tree defined as follows.

Definition 3. A cut in a g-tree for y is a set Cof node labels of the g-tree such that for each leaf node u, there exists exactly one
node v on the path from the root y to u such that the label of v belongs to C.
Remark 2.

(1) In other words, C ¼ fy1; . . . ; yng is a cut in a g-tree for y if and only if fy+1; . . . ; y+ng is a partition of y+. A cut represents a
level of granularity which can be obtained by moving down the paths of the tree, starting from the root. Moving down
from a node labeled by y to its successors labeled by y1; . . . ; yn represents a replacement of a coarser attribute y by finer
attributes y1; . . . ; yn. The attributes yi can be thought of as refinements of attribute y.

(2) For example, fGg and flG;dGg are the only cuts of the g-tree from Example 1.

The refinement relation induces a partial order on the set of all cuts of a given g-tree by putting for two cuts
C1 ¼ fy1; . . . ; yng and C2 ¼ fz1; . . . ; zmg,
C1 6 C2
if fy+1; . . . ; y+ng is a subpartition of fz+1; . . . ; z+mg, i.e. for every yi there exists zj such that y+i # z+j . For instance, flG;dGg 6 fGg, cf.
above.

Let now hX;Y; Ii be an input data table. Suppose that for each attribute y 2 Y we have a g-tree Ty for y. Let for each y 2 Y; Cy

be a cut in Ty and denote by
C ¼ fCyjy 2 Yg
the collection of all these cuts. Such a collection C induces a data table hX;YC; ICi such that
YC ¼
[
y2Y

Cy
and we put for each z 2 YC
hx; zi 2 IC iff x 2 z+:
That is, hX;YC; ICi results from hX;Y ; Ii by replacing each attribute y 2 Y by the corresponding collection Cy of attributes
(refinements of y). Since the operator + coincides with the concept-forming operator ; induced by hX; YC; ICi, from now on
we denote them both just by ; if it is not neccessary to distinquish them. Furthermore, if not necessary, we do not explicitly
write which relation induces the ; operator because it can be either easily recognized from the set of attributes to which it is
applied or it gives the same results for all the contexts considered.

Example 2. For the example from Table 1, putting C1 ¼ ffLg; fRg; fGgg and C2 ¼ ffLg; fRg; flG;dGgg, the left table of Table 1
is just hX;YC1 ; IC1 i and the right table of Table 1 is just hX;YC2 ; IC2 i.
Remark 3.

(1) Clearly, putting C ¼ ffygjy 2 Yg, we have hX;Y ; Ii ¼ hX;YC; ICi.
(2) Note that if Ty is a g-tree for attribute y and z is a label of a node from Ty, the collection fzg# of objects to which z

applies is equal to the union of all fzig# where zi ranges over the labels of all leaves of Ty which are below z. Therefore,
for a table hX;Y; Ii, g-trees Ty (y 2 Y), and a collection C ¼ fCy jy 2 Yg of cuts, hX;YC; ICi can be obtained from the table
hX;Y leaf ; Ileaf i whose attributes zi 2 Y leaf are just all the labels of leaves which are below some z 2 Cy in the correspond-
ing Ty. The table hX;Y leaf ; Ileaf i contains the finest attributes available and all the attributes corresponding to nodes of
the trees Ty are uniquely determined by this table and the given collection of g-trees Ty.
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(3) The problem of how to design good g-trees and how to select cuts in these g-trees needs to be solved with the help
of a domain expert. A domain expert, based on his expertise, may tell which attributes and which granularity trees
are likely to reveal interesting patterns. Moreover, the selection of appropriate cuts in the g-trees is naturally an
interactive process in which the domain expert increases or decreases the granularity level by selecting appropriate
cuts until interesting patterns in data, i.e. formal concepts of the concept lattice determined by the selected cuts, are
found.

Each collection C of cuts represents a particular selection of granularity levels of the attributes. The main question one is
naturally interested in is the following. Given two granularity levels, represented by C1 and C2, what is the relationship be-
tween the corresponding concept lattices BðX; YC1 ; IC1 Þ and BðX; YC2 ; IC2 Þ? We restrict ourselves to the most important case
from a practical point of view, namely when C1 is a refinement of C2, denoted by
C1 6 C2;
by which we mean that for each y 2 Y we have C1y 6 C2y for the corresponding cuts C1y 2 C1 and C2y 2 C2. Replacing the coar-
ser C2 by the finer C1 and going from BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ to BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ and vice versa may be seen as zooming in and zooming out.

Theorem 4. If C1 6 C2 then for each formal concept hA;Bi 2 BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ there exist unique formal concepts
hAk;Bki 2 BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ; k 2 K, such that

S
k2K Ak ¼ A. Moreover, the Aks are mutually disjoint.
Proof. Let hA;Bi 2 BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ. The claim is evident if A ¼ ;. Suppose A–;. Recall that we call attributes y1 and y2 disjoint if
no object from X shares both y1 and y2. Let B ¼ fz1; . . . ; zpg. Every zi is a label of a node in a g-tree Ty of some attribute y 2 Y .
Because the attributes in C2y are pairwise disjoint, we have C2y \ B ¼ fzig. Denote by Zi ¼ fzi1; . . . ; zini

g the collection of all
attributes in C1y which refine zi. Then z+ij # z+i and
z+i ¼ z+i1 [ � � � [ z+ini
:

Put K ¼ Z1 � � � � � Zp. Each k ¼ hz1j1 ; . . . ; zpjp i 2 K represents one possible selection of attributes in C1 which refine the attri-
butes in C2. For every such selection k ¼ hz1j1 ; . . . ; zpjp i 2 K , consider the formal concept
hAk;Bki ¼ hfz1j1 ; . . . ; zpjpg
#IC1 ; fz1j1 ; . . . ; zpjpg

#IC1
"IC1 i
of hX;YC1 ; IC1 i generated by fz1j1 ; . . . ; zpjpg. From z+iji # z+i ;Ak ¼ z+1j1
\ � � � \ z+pjp

, and A ¼ z+1 \ � � � \ z+p we get Ak # A for every k. On
the other hand, if x 2 A then x 2 z+i for every i ¼ 1; . . . ; p. Therefore, x 2 z+iji for a unique ji for every i ¼ 1; . . . ; p, because the z+iji s

form a partition of z+i . This fact implies that x 2
Tp

i¼1z+iji ¼ Ak. We proved that A ¼
S

k2K Ak for the extents Ak of unique formal

concepts hAk;Bki. Now, the Aks are mutually disjoint as a result of the disjointness of z+is and z+it for every i; s; t. h

Theorem 4 states that if we refine our attributes, then each formal concept in the concept lattice corresponding to the
coarser attributes is split into a partition of concepts in the concept lattice of the finer attributes. In the next section, we de-
scribe efficient algorithms that enable us to compute BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ from BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ and vice versa.

4. Zoom-in/zoom-out algorithms

As stated in the previous section, if C1 P C2 then going from BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ to BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ and vice versa may be seen as
zooming in and zooming out. BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ or BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ can be computed by the available algorithms for computing con-
cept lattices, see [15]. However, in a natural scenario a user explores BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ and if desirable, zooms in and explores
BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ instead. Therefore, a question arises of whether BðX; YC2 ; IC2 Þ can be computed directly from BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ using
the information described by the g-trees Ty (y 2 Y). Conversely, one might want to compute BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ from BðX; YC2 ; IC2 Þ.
Below, we describe the corresponding algorithms.

A change of the level of granularity of a single attribute means adding columns corresponding to the lower or higher layer
of the g-tree to the data table and removing columns corresponding to the original layer.

The zoom-in is performed by Algorithm 1 whose basic idea is the following. The input consists of a graph B1 (initially set
to BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ), an attribute p 2 YC1 and a set of attributes W # YC2 which are the successors of p in the g-tree, and an assign-
ment +of objects to the attributes. Note that this is a particular case of a zoom-in, i.e. a particular case of C1 P C2, but the
general case is obtained by repeated application of this particular case (i.e. repeated refinement of attributes). B1 is incre-
mentally modified to obtain BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ by the following process. The concepts of B1 containing p in their intent are pro-
cessed in top-down order. The extent of each such concept C is split into the extents fExtðCÞ \w+jw 2Wg of
BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ—these are the extents Ak from Theorem 4. The concepts corresponding to the new extents ExtðCÞ \w+ which
do not yet occur in B1 and for which C is the minimal concept that generates them is denoted as a w-child of C (C is referred
to as a w-parent of the new concept). The w-children are then added to B1 and C and the w-children of minimal w-parents in
the upper cone of C are set as their upper neighbors. The attribute p is then removed from the intent of C; if the modified
intent is equal to the intent of some predecessor of C the two concepts are merged. After the least formal concept is pro-
cessed we obtain B1 ¼ BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ.
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The zoom-out is performed by Algorithm 2. The algorithm works similarly. The input consists of a graph B2 (initially set to
BðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ), an attribute p 2 YC1 and a set of attributes W # YC2 which are the successors of p in the g-tree, and an assign-
ment + of objects to the attributes. Such case is again a particular case to which the general case C1 P C2 may be reduced by
repeated application. The concepts are processed in top-down order , split into new concepts, and the original formal con-
cepts are merged in BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ as a result. More precisely, The formal concepts C of B2 are processed in top-down order and
new extents ExtðCÞ \ p+ are computed. If C is the minimal concept of B2 that generates the new extent, it becomes a p-parent
of the new formal concept corresponding to the extent. Then the successors of C whose intents differ from the intent of C
only by presence of some w 2W are merged with the new formal concept. After all formal concepts are processed, we obtain
B2 ¼ BðX;YC1 ; IC1 Þ.

Note that this way of processing concepts and incremental lattice updating is inspired by the well-known incremental algo-
rithms, see e.g. [5,15]. The presented algorithms differ from those in [5,15] in exploiting the disjointness properties of g-trees.
The pseudocodes are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2. Illustrative runs of both algorithms are provided in the Appendix A.

Theorem 5. Algorithm Zoom-In is correct.
Proof. In this proof, we denote the concept-forming operators induced by IC1 and IC2 by h"1 ;#1 i and h"2 ;#2 i, respectively. We
prove the theorem by establishing the following claims.

Claim 1 Each hA;Bi 2 B1 is a formal concept in IC2 .
Clearly, A is equal to A1 \w+ for some extent of A1 in IC1 and w 2W . First, consider the case that A is not an extent in IC1 .

We have A ¼ A1 \w+ ¼ B#1
1 where B1 is the intent corresponding to A1 in IC1 . From the properties of the concept-forming

operators we have B#1
1 ¼ ðB1 n fpgÞ#1 \ fpg#1 . Since #1 and #2 coincide for B1 n fpg and fpg#1 ¼ p+, we have
A ¼ ðB1 n fpgÞ#2 \ p+ \w+:
Since w+ # p+ and w+ ¼ fwg#2 we have
A ¼ ðB1 n fpgÞ#2 \ fwg#2 ¼ ððB1 n fpgÞ [ fwgÞ#2 : ð1Þ
Thus A is an extent in IC2 .
Let A1 be the smallest set for which A ¼ A1 \w+. Then B1 (the intent corresponding to A1) is the largest set in YC1 s.t.

A ¼ ððB1 n fpgÞ [ fwgÞ#2 . Note that for any y 2 YC2 , if y 2 ðB1 n fpg [ fwgÞ#2"2 then y 2 ðB1 n fpgÞ [ fwg. That is, ðB1 n fpgÞ [ fwg,
which is equal to B due to the pseudocode of Zoom-In, is the intent in IC2 corresponding to A due to (1).

Second, consider the case in which A is an extent in IC1 . Then B is either B1 or B1 n fpg. The former case means that hA;Bi is
a concept in IC1 which does not contain p in its intent, whence it is also a concept in IC2 . The latter case occurs when
p 2 ðB1 n fpgÞ#1"1 (line 19). We have
ðB1 n fpgÞ#2 ¼ ðB1 n fpgÞ#1 ¼ B#1
1 ¼ A
and B1 is the greatest set in YC1 for which ðB1 n fpgÞ#2 ¼ A. Whence ðB1 n fpgÞ is an intent in IC2 .
Claim 2 All formal concepts in IC2 are in B1.
Let hA;Bi 2 BðX;Y ; IC2 Þ. We consider the following three cases:

(a) B \W ¼ ; and p 2 B#1"1 : Denote B1 ¼ B#1"1 . One can check that B ¼ B1 n p and thus B1 ¼ ðB1 n fpgÞ#1"1 . This means that
there is no concept with intent ðB1 n fpgÞ in BðX;Y; IC1 Þ; hence hA;Bi is created by removing p from hB#1

1 ;B1i (line 22);
(b) B \W–; and p R B#1"1 : In this case hA;Bi is a concept in IC2 which is not processed by the algorithm; whence it remains

in B1;
(c) B \W ¼ fwg: in this case the concept is created by a split of the concept hðB n fwg [ pÞ#1 ; ðB n fwg [ pÞ#1"2 i in IC1 ;

whence it is in B1.

Claim 3 Each edge in the graph of BðX;Y ; IC2 Þ is also in B1.
Let C1;C2 2 BðX;Y ; IC2 Þ such that C2 is an upper neighbor of C1. By Claim 2 we have that C1; C2 2 B1. We consider the

following three cases:

(a) C1 is in BðX; Y; IC1 Þ. In this case, C2 is an upper neighbor of C1 in BðX;Y; IC1 Þ as well, the algorithm does not process C1;C2

and does not remove or modify the corresponding edge.
(b) C1 was added to B as a newly created node with intent ðIntðC0Þ [ fwgÞ n fpg for some C0 2 BðX;Y ; IC1 Þ. It is easy to see

that the only upper neighbors of C1 either C0 (with p removed from its intent) or the concept with which C0 is merged.
All the other upper neighbors are minimal w-children of nodes in the upper cone of its w-parent—this is accomplished
in line 7 or 14 and in the AppendUpperChildren subroutine.

(c) There exists C0 2 BðX;Y; IC1 Þ such that its intent is equal to IntðC1Þ [ p. Then either C2 is in BðX;Y; IC1 Þ or there is a con-
cept with intent IntðC2Þ [ fpg in BðX;Y; IC1 Þ. In either case, the algorithm does not remove or modify the corresponding
edge.
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Claim 4 Each edge in the graph of B1 is in BðX;Y; IC2 Þ.
Let C1;C2 2 B1 such that C2 is an upper neighbor of C1. Now we inspect when the corresponding edge is added to B1.

(a) The edge is added when B1 is initialized and neither of C1 and C2 are merged. We need to show that no new node C0 s.t.
C1 < C0 < C2 is created. Such a node can be created only as a w-child of C2. If this occurs, the edge between C1 and C2 is
removed in the AppendUpperChildren subroutine when C1 is processed by the algorithm. Note that C1 is always pro-
cessed after C2 due the top-down character of the algorithm.

(b) The edge is added when a new concept is created and its upper neighbors are attached (lines 14 and 15). That means
that C2 is either a w-parent of C1 or a minimal w-child with parent in UðC1Þ. In the former case, C2 is the least concept
such that ExtðC2Þ \w+ ¼ ExtðC1Þ. Therefore, C2 must be an upper neighbor of C1 in BðX;Y ; IC2 Þ. Now, consider the latter
case. Denote by P1 and P2 the w-parents of C1 and C2, respectively. Since P1 < P2 we also have C1 < C2. It suffices, to
show that there is no C0 such that C1 < C0 < C2. Note that w 2 IntðC0Þ, thus C0 must be a w-child of some P0 with
P1 < P0 < P2. This would mean that P2 is not minimal, a contradiction.

(c) The edge is added in the Merge procedure when a node C is merged with C2 and C is an upper neighbor of C1. Obvi-
ously, we have C1 < C2. Note that if there is a node C0 s.t. C1 < C0 < C2, the edge is not added due the condition at line 2
of the Merge procedure; whence the existence of such node contradicts the assumption that the edge is in B1. h
Theorem 6. Algorithm Zoom-Out is correct.
Proof. The proof can be made in a similar manner as the proof of Theorem 5. We only provide the proof a claim analogous to
Claim 1 of Theorem 5.

Claim 5 Each hA;Bi 2 B2 is a formal concept in IC1 .
We consider the following two cases:

(a) A is a new extent created in line 11. Then A is equal to A1 \ p+ for some hA2;B2i 2 BðX;Y; IC2 Þ. We have
A ¼ A2 \ p+ ¼ B#2

2 \ p+ ¼ ððB2 n fwgÞ [ fwgÞ#2 \ p+ ¼ ðB2 n fwgÞ#2 \ fwg#2 \ p+ ¼ ðB2 n fwgÞ#1 \ w+ \ p+ ¼ ðB2 n fwgÞ#1\
fpg#1 ¼ ððB2 n fwgÞ [ fpgÞ#1 ; whence A is an extent in IC1 . One can check that ðB2 n fwgÞ [ fpg is its corresponding
intent.

(b) A ¼ A2 2 ExtðX;YC2 ; IC2 Þ. If B2 contains some w 2W , then hA;Bi is a concept in IC2 which does not contain any w 2W in
its intent, whence it is also a concept in IC1 .
The case W \ B2 ¼ ; case occurs when some w 2W is in ðB2 nWÞ#1"1 . We have
ðB2 nWÞ#1 ¼ ðB2 nWÞ#2 ¼ B#2
2 ¼ A
and B2 is a maximal set in YC1 for which ðB1 n fpgÞ#2 ¼ A. Whence ðB1 nWÞ is an intent in IC2 . h
Algorithm 1. Zoom-In (B; p;W;+)



Algorithm 2. Zoom-Out (B; p;W;+)
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Procedure 1. Merge(C; P;w)
Procedure 2. AppendUpperChildren(C; P;w)
5. Examples and experimental evaluation
5.1. Car accidents example

In this section, we present a detailed illustrative example regarding formal concept analysis of a collection of records
describing car accidents. The example, a simplified version of a real dataset, illustrates well the issue studied in this paper.
The collection is described in Table 3 in which the accidents are represented by table rows. For each accident, the table shows
its reference number, driver name, cause of accident (one of alcohol; priority, i.e. one driver did not yield his right of way;
steering, i.e. the car steering system was not working properly; brakes, i.e. car brakes were not working properly), and the
time of accident (rounded off to the closest hour). We are interested in possibly interesting patterns in car accidents.

Apparently, reference numbers and driver names do not carry interesting information and we use them only for identi-
fication purposes. We consider the g-trees for the attributes cause and time shown in Fig. 1.



Table 3
Car accidents.

Ref. no. Driver name Cause of accident Time of accident

029 Lech Steering 6AM
082 Schwartz Priority 6AM
103 Zulle Alcohol 10PM
105 Kiril Brakes 9PM
109 Runde Alcohol 12AM
189 Kohn Steering 10PM
212 Mundici Brakes 10PM
217 Mach Steering 12AM
255 Brjusov Alcohol 9PM
315 Nowak Alcohol 8PM
460 Welich Brakes 10AM
495 Pris Steering 7AM
501 Pazdera Priority 10AM
508 Brisville Alcohol 6AM
622 Tiziano Brakes 9AM
631 Rashad Priority 9AM
640 Kulkarni Priority 10AM
720 Pogonowski Alcohol 1AM
731 Chen Brakes 9AM
802 Serhat Priority 9PM
930 Lyapkin Brakes 9PM
977 Brycz Priority 6AM

Fig. 1. g-Trees for the attributes cause and time.
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The labels in these trees correspond to binary attributes in an obvious way. For example, the attribute morning applies to
the accidents with reference numbers 082, 634, 640, etc., because these accidents happened between 5AM and 12PM (noon).
For every C ¼ fCcause; Ctimesg consisting of a cut Ccause in the g-tree for cause and a cut Ctimes in the g-tree for time, Table 3 thus
induces a data table hX; YC; ICi as defined in Section 3. We do not display the tables hX;YC; ICi to save space.

We now illustrate how the selection of appropriate cuts in the g-trees influences the patterns revealed by FCA in the car
accident data. Consider first the finest granularity of the attributes which corresponds to the following cuts:
Ccause ¼ falcohol;priority; steering;brakesg; ð2Þ
Ctime ¼ f12AM; . . . ;11PMg: ð3Þ
The corresponding formal concepts are listed in Table 4 and the concept lattice BðX;YC; ICÞ is depicted in Fig. 2. The nodes in
the diagram represent the formal concepts and the numbers attached to the nodes are the numbers of the formal concepts,
cf. Table 4. For convenience, the thickness of each line going from a node representing a formal concept hAi;Bii down to a
node representing a formal concept hAj;Bji corresponds to the number of objects to which hAj;Bji applies, i.e. to the number
jAjj of car accidents. Similarly, the size of a node representing a formal concept hAi;Bii corresponds to jAij. Both the size of the
nodes and the thickness of the lines are adjusted by dividing them by the height of their position in the diagram to compen-
sate for the fact that the nodes in the higher parts of the diagram naturally apply to more objects (car accidents). This way of
displaying the diagram of a concept lattice helps visually detect interesting parts of the concept lattice. These parts are



Table 4
Formal concepts of the concept lattice of the car accident data corresponding to the cuts given by (2) and (3).

No. Extent Intent

1 All attributes
2 508 Alcohol, 6AM
3 315 Alcohol, 8PM
4 255 Alcohol, 9PM
5 103 Alcohol, 10PM
6 109 Alcohol, 12AM
7 720 Alcohol, 1AM
8 103, 109, 255, 315, 508, 720 Alcohol
9 082, 977 Priority, 6AM
10 631, 802 Priority, 9AM
11 501, 640 Priority, 10AM
12 082, 501, 631, 640, 802, 977 Priority
13 622, 731 Brakes, 9AM
14 460 Brakes, 10AM
15 105 Brakes, 9PM
16 212 Brakes, 10PM
17 930 Brakes, 2AM
18 105, 212, 460, 622, 731, 930 Brakes
19 029 Steering, 6AM
20 495 Steering, 7AM
21 189 Steering, 10PM
22 217 Steering, 12AM
23 029, 189, 217, 495 Steering
24 029, 082, 508, 977 6AM
25 622, 631, 731, 802 9AM
26 460, 501, 640 10AM
27 105, 255 9PM
28 103, 189, 212 10PM
29 109, 217 12AM
30 All accidents

Table 5
Formal concepts of the concept lattice of the car accident data corresponding to the cuts given by (4) and (5).

No. Extent Intent

1 All attributes
2 103, 109, 255, 315, 720, 802 Driver, night
3 082, 501, 508, 631, 640,977 Driver, morning
4 082, 103, 109, 255, 315, 501, Driver

508, 631, 640, 720, 802 977
5 105, 189, 212, 217, 930 Car-defect, night
6 029, 460, 495, 622, 731 Car-defect, morning
7 029, 105, 189, 212, 217, 460, Car-defect

495, 622, 731, 930
8 103, 105, 109, 189, 212, 217, Night

255, 315, 720, 802, 930
9 029, 082, 460, 495, 501, 508, Morning

622, 631, 640, 731, 977
10 All accidents

Fig. 2. The concept lattice of the car accident data corresponding to the cuts given by (2) and (3).
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Table 6
Formal concepts of the concept lattice of the car accident data corresponding to the cuts given by (6) and (7).

No. Extent Intent

1 All attributes
2 103, 109, 255, 315, 720 Alcohol, night
3 508 Alcohol, morning
4 103, 109, 255, 315, 720, 508 Alcohol
5 802 Priority, night
6 082, 501, 631, 640, 977 Priority, morning
7 082, 501, 631, 640, 802, 977 Priority
8 105, 212, 930 Brakes, night
9 460, 622, 731 Brakes, morning
10 105, 212, 460, 622, 731, 930 Brakes
11 189, 217 Steering, night
12 029, 495 Steering, morning
13 029, 189, 217, 495 Steering
14 103, 315, 255, 720, 109, 802, Night

105, 212, 930, 189, 217
15 029, 082, 460, 495, 501, 508, Morning

622, 631, 640, 731, 977
16 All accidents

Fig. 3. The concept lattice of the car accident data corresponding to the cuts given by (4) and (5).

Fig. 4. The concept lattice of the car accident data corresponding to the cuts given by (6) and (7).
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Table 8
Formal contexts I ans I0 describing objects 1, 2, 3, and 4, and their attributes a1; b1; a2 ; b2 ; ab2, and c.

I a1 b1 a2 b2 c I0 a1 b1 ab2 c

1 � � 1 � �
2 � � 2 � �
3 � � 3 � �
4 � 4 �

Fig. 5. The g-tree of colors used in Mushroom dataset.

Table 7
Formal contexts I and I0 describing objects 1, 2 and 3, and their attributes a1 ; b1 ; a2; b2; ab2 and c.

I a1 b1 a2 b2 c I
0

a1 b1 ab2 c

1 � � 1 � �
2 � � 2 � �
3 � 3 �
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considered interesting because they correspond to formal concepts that cover a relatively large number of car accidents. The
intents of such formal concepts then contain the attributes the conjunction of which is interesting. As we can see, the con-
cept lattice in Fig. 2 contains formal concepts with a more or less regularly distributed size of nodes, i.e. does not indicate
very interesting patterns.

Consider now a much coarser granularity of the attributes, namely the one corresponding to the following cuts:
Ccause ¼ fdriver; car-defectg; ð4Þ
Ctime ¼ fmorning; afternoon;nightg: ð5Þ
The corresponding formal concepts are listed in Table 5 and the concept lattice BðX;YC; ICÞ is depicted in Fig. 3. The size of the
nodes and thickness of the lines follow the same rules as above. Again, the concept lattice in Fig. 3 contains formal concepts
with a regularly distributed size of nodes and does not indicate interesting patterns.

Let us now consider the granularity of attributes corresponding to the following cuts:
Ccause ¼ falcohol;priority; steering;brakesg; ð6Þ
Ctime ¼ fmorning; afternoon;nightg: ð7Þ
Such a granularity may be suggested by a person who expects to see interesting patterns when looking at the particular
causes of accidents and the different parts of day. The corresponding formal concepts are listed in Table 6 and the concept
lattice BðX;YC; ICÞ is depicted in Fig. 4. Again, the size of the nodes and thickness of the lines follow the same rules as above.
The concept lattice in Fig. 4 is different from those in Figs. 2 and 3 in that it clearly indicates that formal concepts No.2 and
No.6 (and possibly also the formal concepts above these two, i.e. No.4 and No.14, and No.7 and No.15) represent significant
patterns in the data. Namely, the large size of the node representing concept No.2 indicates that there is a significant number
of ‘‘night accidents caused by alcohol’’ (which is the verbal description of formal concept No.2, as can be seen from Table 6).
Similarly, the node representing formal concept No.6 indicates a significant number of ‘‘morning accidents caused by prior-
ity (failure to yield way)’’. These two types of accidents may thus be regarded as important and possibly worth further
exploration.



Table 9
Difference in number of formal concepts between the concept lattice corresponding to the finest granularity and the one corresponding to a coarser granularity (þ means that the former is smaller; � means the
opposite).

b___ _w__ bw__ __y_ b_y_ _wy_ bwy_ ___r b__r _w_r bw_r __yr b_yr _wyr bwyr

1_____ -447 �2 525 �2972 +1318 +871 �1207 �1654 +4028 +3581 +1503 +1056 +5346 +4899 +2821 +2374
_2____ +1592 +4661 +6253 +264 +1856 +4925 +6517 �3941 �2349 +720 +2312 �3677 �2085 +984 +2576
12____ +1145 +3273 +5667 +1582 +2871 +4905 +7443 �121 +1136 +3493 +5999 +1629 +3030 +5293 +7943
__3___ +48 �6480 �6432 +19 +67 �6461 �6413 +516 +564 �5964 �5916 +535 +583 �5945 �5897
1_3___ �399 �9005 �9404 +1337 +938 �7668 �8067 +4544 +4145 �4461 �4860 +5887 +5488 �3118 �3517
_23___ +1640 �1819 �131 +283 +1929 �1528 +166 �3377 �1737 �3888 �2200 �3094 �1448 �3597 �1903
123___ +1193 �3207 �717 +1601 +2944 �1548 +1092 +443 +1748 �1115 +1487 +2224 +3679 +730 +3482
___4__ +88 �6480 �6392 +121 +168 �6359 �6312 +516 +604 �5964 �5876 +637 +684 �5843 �5796
1__4__ �363 �9005 �9368 +1439 +1035 �7566 �7970 +4544 +4181 �4461 �4824 +5989 +5585 �3016 �3420
_2_4__ +1686 �1819 �133 +385 +2030 �1354 +291 �3377 �1691 �3888 �2202 �2992 �1347 �3423 �1778
12_4__ +1235 �3207 �723 +1703 +3041 �1374 +1213 +443 +1790 �1115 +1481 +2326 +3776 +904 +3603
__34__ +136 �11,340 �11,204 +153 +249 �11,187 �11,091 +1296 +1432 �10,044 �9908 +1449 +1545 �9891 �9795
1_34__ �315 �13,865 �14,180 +1471 +1116 �12,394 �12,749 +5324 +5009 �8541 �8856 +6813 +6458 �7052 �7407
_234__ +1734 �6679 �4897 +417 +2123 �6166 �4412 �2519 �785 �6894 �5112 �2102 �396 �6381 �4627
1234__ +1283 �8067 �5487 +1735 +3134 �6186 �3490 +1301 +2696 �4121 �1429 +3240 +4751 �2018 +790
____5_ 0 0 0 +16 +16 +16 +16 0 0 0 0 +16 +16 +16 +16
1___5_ �447 �2525 �2972 +1334 +887 �1191 �1638 +4028 +3581 +1503 +1056 +5362 +4915 +2837 +2390
_2__5_ +1592 +4661 +6253 +280 +1872 +4941 +6533 �3941 �2349 +720 +2312 �3661 �2069 +1000 +2592
12__5_ +1145 +3273 +5667 +1598 +2887 +4921 +7459 �121 +1136 +3493 +5999 +1645 +3046 +5309 +7959
__3_5_ +48 �6480 �6432 +35 +83 �6445 �6397 +516 +564 �5964 �5916 +551 +599 �5929 �5881
1_3_5_ �399 �9005 �9404 +1353 +954 �7652 �8051 +4544 +4145 �4461 �4860 +5903 +5504 �3102 �3501
_23_5_ +1640 �1819 �131 +299 +1945 �1512 +182 �3377 �1737 �3888 �2200 �3078 �1432 �3581 �1887
123_5_ +1193 �3207 �717 +1617 +2960 �1532 +1108 +443 +1748 �1115 +1487 +2240 +3695 +746 +3498
___45_ +88 �6480 �6392 +137 +184 �6343 �6296 +516 +604 �5964 �5876 +653 +700 �5827 �5780
1__45_ �363 �9005 �9368 +1455 +1051 �7550 �7954 +4544 +4181 �4461 �4824 +6005 +5601 �3000 �3404
_2_45_ +1686 �1819 �133 +401 +2046 �1338 +307 �3377 �1691 �3888 �2202 �2976 �1331 �3407 �1762
12_45_ +1235 �3207 �723 +1719 +3057 �1358 +1229 +443 +1790 �1115 +1481 +2342 +3792 +920 +3619
__345_ +136 �11,340 �11,204 +169 +265 �11,171 �11,075 +1296 +1432 �10,044 �9908 +1465 +1561 �9875 �9779
1_345_ �315 �13,865 �14,180 +1487 +1132 �12,378 �12,733 +5324 +5009 �8541 �8856 +6829 +6474 �7036 �7391
_2345_ +1734 �6679 �4897 +433 +2139 �6150 �4396 �2519 �785 �6894 �5112 �2086 �380 �6365 �4611
12345_ +1283 �8067 �5487 +1751 +3150 �6170 �3474 +1301 +2696 �4121 �1429 +3256 +4767 �2002 +806

1 – gap color, 2 – gill color, 3 – stalk color above ring, 4 – stalk color below ring, 5 – veil color, 6 – spore print color; b – brown-like, w – white-like, y – yellow-like, r – red-like. Example: �11204 at row __34__ and
column bw__ means that when the cuts {brown-like, green, buff, yellow, orange, black, red, purple, pink, white-like} are applied to attributes 3 (stalk color above ring) and 4 (stalk color below ring), the number of
concepts decreases by 11204.
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Table 10
Continuation of Table 9.

b___ _w__ bw__ __y_ b_y_ _wy_ bwy_ ___r b__r _w_r bw_r __yr b_yr _wyr bwyr

_____6 +12,398 +0 +12,398 �360 +12,038 �360 +12,038 +0 +12,398 +0 +12,398 �360 +12,038 �360 +12,038
1____6 +11,951 �2525 +10,264 +958 +13,275 �1567 +11,588 +4028 +16,387 +1503 +14,700 +4986 +17,711 +2461 +16,024
_2___6 +18,455 +4661 +25,224 �6 +18,449 +4655 +25,218 �3941 +14,394 +720 +21,163 �3947 +14,388 +714 +21,157
12___6 +18,008 +3273 +26,056 +1312 +19,974 +4635 +28,078 �121 +18,287 +3493 +26,612 +1359 +20,421 +5023 +28,802
__3__6 +12,446 �6480 +5966 �341 +12,111 �6821 +5631 +516 +12,962 �5964 +6482 +175 +12,627 �6305 +6147
1_3__6 +11,999 �9005 +3832 +977 +13,348 �8028 +5181 +4544 +16,951 �4461 +8784 +5527 +18,306 �3478 +10,139
_23__6 +18,503 �1819 +18,840 +13 +18,534 �1798 +18,879 �3377 +15,006 �3888 +16,651 �3364 +15,037 �3867 +16,690
123__6 +18,056 �3207 +19,672 +1331 +20,059 �1818 +21,739 +443 +18,899 �1115 +22,100 +1954 +21,082 +460 +24,353
___4_6 +12,492 �6480 +6012 �239 +12,212 �6719 +5732 +516 +13,008 �5964 +6528 +277 +12,728 �6203 +6248
1__4_6 +12,041 �9005 +3874 +1079 +13,445 �7926 +5278 +4544 +16,993 �4461 +8826 +5629 +18,403 �3376 +10,236
_2_4_6 +18,561 �1819 +18,850 +115 +18,635 �1624 +19,004 �3377 +15,064 �3888 +16,661 �3262 +15,138 �3693 +16,815
12_4_6 +18,110 �3207 +19,678 +1433 +20,156 �1644 +21,860 +443 +18,953 �1115 +22,106 +2056 +21,179 +634 +24,474
__34_6 +12,540 �11,340 +1200 �207 +12,305 �11,547 +965 +1296 +13,836 �10,044 +2496 +1089 +13,601 �10,251 +2261
1_34_6 +12,089 �13,865 �938 +1111 +13,538 �12,754 +511 +5324 +17,821 �8541 +4794 +6453 +19,288 �7412 +6261
_234_6 +18,609 �6679 +14,086 +147 +18,752 �6436 +14,325 �2519 +15,970 �6894 +13,751 �2372 +16,113 �6651 +13,990
1234_6 +18,158 �8067 +14,914 +1465 +20,273 �6456 +17,181 +1301 +19,859 �4121 +19,196 +2970 +22,178 �2288 +21,685
____56 +12,398 +0 +12,398 �344 +12,054 �344 +12,054 +0 +12,398 +0 +12,398 �344 +12,054 �344 +12,054
1___56 +11,951 �2525 +10,264 +974 +13,291 �1551 +11,604 +4028 +16,387 +1503 +14,700 +5002 +17,727 +2477 +16,040
_2__56 +18,455 +4661 +25,224 +10 +18,465 +4671 +25,234 �3941 +14,394 +720 +21,163 �3931 +14,404 +730 +21,173
12__56 +18,008 +3273 +26,056 +1328 +19,990 +4651 +28,094 �121 +18,287 +3493 +26,612 +1375 +20,437 +5039 +28,818
__3_56 +12,446 �6480 +5966 �325 +12,127 �6805 +5647 +516 +12,962 �5964 +6482 +191 +12,643 �6289 +6163
1_3_56 +11,999 �9005 +3832 +993 +13,364 �8012 +5197 +4544 +16,951 �4461 +8784 +5543 +18,322 �3462 +10,155
_23_56 +18,503 �1819 +18,840 +29 +18,550 �1782 +18,895 �3377 +15,006 �3888 +16,651 �3348 +15,053 �3851 +16,706
123_56 +18,056 �3207 +19,672 +1347 +20,075 �1802 +21,755 +443 +18,899 �1115 +22,100 +1970 +21,098 +476 +24,369
___456 +12,492 �6480 +6012 �223 +12,228 �6703 +5748 +516 +13,008 �5964 +6528 +293 +12,744 �6187 +6264
1__456 +12,041 �9005 +3874 +1095 +13,461 �7910 +5294 +4544 +16,993 �4461 +8826 +5645 +18,419 �3360 +10,252
_2_456 +18,561 �1819 +18,850 +131 +18,651 �1608 +19,020 �3377 +15,064 �3888 +16,661 �3246 +15,154 �3677 +16,831
12_456 +18,110 �3207 +19,678 +1449 +20,172 �1628 +21,876 +443 +18,953 �1115 +22,106 +2072 +21,195 +650 +24,490
__3456 +12,540 �11,340 +1200 �191 +12,321 �11,531 +981 +1296 +13,836 �10,044 +2496 +1105 +13,617 �10,235 +2277
1_3456 +12,089 �13,865 �938 +1127 +13,554 �12,738 +527 +5324 +17,821 �8541 +4794 +6469 +19,304 �7396 +6277
_23456 +18,609 �6679 +14,086 +163 +18,768 �6420 +14,341 �2519 +15,970 �6894 +13,751 �2356 +16,129 �6635 +14,006
123456 +18,158 �8067 +14,914 +1481 +20,289 �6440 +17,197 +1301 +19,859 �4121 +19,196 +2986 +22,194 �2272 +21,701
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5.2. Granularity change and the number of formal concepts

We verified whether cuts in g-trees with a smaller number of attributes, thus corresponding to the subsection of coarser
attributes, lead to smaller numbers of resulting formal concepts. The following example shows that this need not be the case,
i.e. one may have C1 6 C2 (C1 is finer than C2) and yet jBC1 j 6 jBC2 j. Consider the formal contexts I and I0 in Table 7. Obviously, I
results from I0 by a refinement of attribute ab2. Yet, BðX;Y ; IÞ contains only five formal concepts while BðX;Y ; I0Þ contains six
concepts.

The reason in this case is that the new attributes, a2 and b2, resulting from ab2 become redundant w.r.t. I in that attributes
with the same extents, namely a1 and b1, are already present in the table for I. Hence, the split of ab2 has the same effect as
the removal of ab2 as long as the number of concepts is considered. This kind of redundancy is one reason for a possible in-
crease in the number of formal concepts when coarser attributes are used. A more general form of this kind of redundancy is
illustrated in Table 8, in which the number of concepts of I0 with coarser attributes is larger compared to that of I as well. In
this case, the extents of a1 and b1 are different from but comparable to those of a2 and b2, respectively. The issue of when
attribute coarsening results in an increase in the number of formal concepts needs a further examination, as well as the pos-
sibility of informing automatically a user who is selecting a new level of granularity that the new level results in an increase
in the number of concepts.

We applied the zooming algorithms to a large real dataset to observe how the number of formal concepts changes with
different cuts in large data for a large number of cuts. We used the MUSHROOM dataset [8] and zooming was performed
with attributes describing colors of mushrooms, namely gill color, stalk color above ring, stalk color below ring, veil color, and
spore print color. We used the g-tree for all the attributes to examine changes in the number of formal concepts when dif-
ferent cuts in the g-tree were used. The g-tree is depicted in Fig. 5. The number of formal concepts increased in 62% of the
cases when a coarser level of granularity was used (see Tables 9 and 10). This further demonstrates the fact that attribute
coarsening does in general not result in a decrease of the number of formal concepts, not even in a significant majority of
cases.
6. Conclusions and future research

This paper addresses the problem of granularity of attributes in formal concept analysis. Granularity of attributes influ-
ences the structure of formal concepts extracted from data. We demonstrated that interesting patterns in data can be re-
vealed by selecting appropriate levels of granularity of the attributes involved in the description of input data. Selecting
an appropriate level of granularity is a domain-dependent and interactive process and needs to be done with help of a do-
main expert. The interactive process can be regarded as zooming in and out the patterns in the data. We proposed a simple
way in which granularity can be handled in formal concept analysis and the presented algorithms which make it possible to
transform a concept lattice corresponding to a given granularity level to a new one corresponding to another level. The algo-
rithms enable a fast zoom in and zoom out and are significantly faster than computing the new concept lattices from scratch.

The topics for future research include:

– Automatic detection of granularity levels for which the corresponding concept lattice contains interesting patterns. Such
a detection is to be based on the information we used to determine the size of nodes and thickness of lines in our
examples.

– Further theoretical and experimental study of the relationships between concept lattices corresponding to different gran-
ularity levels.

– Extension of the proposed method beyond Boolean data, in particular to data with fuzzy attributes [1,14].
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Appendix A. Run of the algorithms

The following sequence of diagrams shows a step-by-step run of the zooming algorithms. The green box shows the actu-
ally processed node and actions taken in the current step, the red box shows new formal concepts, changed intents and new
edges. The run also shows the state of the set M in the beginning of the current step.

The first sequence represents zooming in using the Zoom-In algorithm. Its input is the concept lattice associated to the
formal context depicted in Table 11 (top) while the output is the concept lattice of the formal context depicted in Table 11
(bottom).



Table 11
Formal context corresponding to cut fa; b; c; d; x; yg (top) and to cut fa; b; c; d; x; y1 ; y2; y3g (bottom).

a b c d x y a b c d x y1 y2 y3

1 � � � 1 � � �
2 � � � 2 � � �
3 � � � � 3 � � � �
4 � � � 4 � � �
5 � � � � 5 � � � �
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M ¼ fhf1;2;3;4g; fygig
C ¼ hf1;2;3;4g; fygi
M ¼ fhf1;2;3g; fa; b; ygi; hf3;4g; fc; ygig
C ¼ hf1;2;3g; fa; b; ygi
M ¼ fhf3;4g; fc; ygi; hf3g; fa; b; c; ygi; h;;Yig
C ¼ hf3;4g; fc; ygi
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M ¼ fhf3g; fa; b; c; ygi; hf4g; fc; d; ygi; h;;Yig
C ¼ hf3g; fa; b; c; ygi
M ¼ fhf4g; fc; d; ygi; h;; Yig
C ¼ hf4g; fc;d; ygi
M ¼ fh;;Yig
C ¼ h;;Yi
SplitC ¼ fhy1; ;i; hy2; ;i; hy3; ;ig
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M ¼ ;
The second sequence of diagrams represents zooming out using the Zoom-Out algorithm. Its input is the concept lattice
associated to the formal context depicted in Table 11 (bottom) while the output is the concept lattice of the formal context
depicted in Table 11 (top).
M ¼ fhX; ;ig
C ¼ hX; ;i
M ¼ fhf1;2;3;5g; fagi; hf3;4;5g; fcgig
C ¼ hf1;2;3;5g; fagi
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M ¼ fhf3;4;5g; fcgi; hf1;2;3g; fa; bgig
C ¼ hf3;4;5g; fcgi
M ¼ fhf1;2;3g; fa; bgi; hf3g; fa; b; c; y2gi; hf4;5g; fc;dgig
C ¼ fhf1;2;3g; fa; bgi
M ¼ fhf3g; fa; b; c; ygi; hf4;5g; fc; dgig
C ¼ hf3g; fa; b; c; ygi
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M ¼ fhf4;5g; fc; dgi; h;; Yig
C ¼ hf4;5g; fc;dgi
M ¼ fhf4g; fc; d; y3gi; hf5g; fa; c;d; xgi; h;; Yig
C ¼ hf4g; fc;d; y3gi
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M ¼ fhf5g; fa; c;d; xgi; h;; Yig
C ¼ hf5g; fa; c;d; xgi
M ¼ fh;;Yig
C ¼ h;;Yi
M ¼ ;
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